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Rock Mania Live is basically a great show, it's a great night out, and it's a way to see classic rock 
albums brought to life with the orchestra pumping. You'll have a multimedia show, you'll have great 
visuals, you'll have great music really the best music ever written. These arrangements are going to be 
fantastic because it's expressly the thing that we're putting all of our energy into, they're going to move 
you emotionally, it's going to be really big. you know when you're just in the zone of enjoying great 
great music? There's a team of people who are working on the visuals and it's just going to be 
something for you to look up at and see that's going to be just as informative as the music itself. I've 
had the good fortune of being the rock record producer over the last 25 years so I know every good 
player in town and we're hiring and casting actually the very best people who can cover and recreate 
this amazing music that we all know and love. With this crowdfunding campaign, we're helping to raise 
one million dollars. The million dollars will actually directly go into the creation of the show itself. It goes 
into the production, it goes into let's say art direction, lighting direction, this can play all over the world 
for decades to come. 

Abbey Konowitch 
The goal of Rock Mania Live was to create a credentialed performance. There are lots of shows out 
there that do classic rock tributes, none of them have Grammy award winning producers and 
arrangements. No one has the best orchestration, no one has the visual acumen of the people that 
we've hired. We're going for the cream de la cream, the best version by having David Campbell doing 
the orchestration, we're joining a group of people like Adele, the Rolling Stones, U2 and Paul 
McCartney, who have chosen David Campbell to do their orchestrations. So we know that we have on 
the music side the best possible people. We're creating symphonic rock arrangements of those great 
albums with real rock beats done by a top rock producer. Our first show is going to be Houses of the 
Holy. The centerpiece of the show will be the album but there will be great songs from Led Zeppelin 
throughout the night opening the show, closing the show, and throughout the album. You're going to 
hear bombastic arrangements and beautiful music, images that surround you that come at you and 
then enhance the music if you can remember what it was like the first time you heard some of these 
albums. This will be a mindblower. The idea of Rock Mania Live is not a one off night, it's not a one off 
tour, it's a property that we're going to be building that will be able to last for decades. For a minimum 
investment of $1000, you get to own a little bit of rock history. You can be an owner in a global music 
franchise. Long after these artists are gone, their music will be a legacy. and we want to tap into that 
legacy with Rock Mania Live and have the legacy of Pink Floyd, Queen, The Who, Elton John, AC/DC, 
live on forever. 
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